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Abstract. We consider a nonlinear resonant boundary value problem. To prove the existence of
a solution to a given boundary value problem we replace the linear part of a given equation by
non-resonant linear part. First, to modify a resonant problem to a regular one we use the Taylor
expansion for f .t;x;x0/with respect to x. The second way of conversion a given problem to non-
resonant one is based on an appropriate choice of “good” approximation to expected solution.
We provide the existence results illustrating both ways.
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1. INTRODUCTION
When studying two-point boundary value problems for a nonlinear second order
equation
x00 D f .t;x;x0/ (1.1)
we first look at the right side. If f is continuous and bounded (in modulus) function
then the problem is solvable if the respective homogeneous problem
x00 D 0; +boundary conditions (1.2)
has only the trivial solution. Otherwise the problem may be unsolvable and this
depends on the right hand side of an equation.
Similarly, if we consider the problem with the linear part
x00Cp.t/x0Cq.t/x D F.t;x;x0/; (1.3)
x.a/D A; x.b/D B; (1.4)
we are sure that the problem is solvable (for F bounded) if the respective homogen-
eous problem
x00Cp.t/x0Cq.t/x D 0; x.a/D 0; x.b/D 0 (1.5)
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has only the trivial solution. If the above problem has a nontrivial solution also,
then the following question arises: which right hand sides F.t;x;x0/ are “good” and
which are “bad” for the existence of a solution.
The answer is given by the Fredholm theory for F D F.t/: if the right hand side
is “orthogonal” to an eigenfunction of a conjugate linear part, then this right side
function F.t/ is “good”.
The problem (1.3) with the property that the respective homogeneous problem has
a nontrivial solution, is called resonant. There is intensive literature on solvability of
resonant problems. Usually the appropriate conditions on the linear part and on the
nonlinearity are imposed in order the problem to be solvable. One may consult recent
articles [1, 5, 12] and references therein for the respective bibliography.
In the paper [9] a resonant problem for the second order nonlinear equation is
treated from “inside”. First the type of a solution is introduced. It is shown afterwards
that a resonant problem that has a solution of definite type in fact can be reduced to a
non-resonant problem with the similar type linear part.
In this note we would like to analyze this process of conversion of a resonant
problem to non-resonant one in details. It is to be mentioned that the natural idea
of “a shift” from a resonant linear part to a non-resonant one was employed in the
papers [4, 5, 13]. “Shift” arguments in a broad sense (replacing the linear part of a
given equation multiply by different non-resonant linear parts and proving the exist-
ence of multiple solutions to a given boundary value problem) were applied for the
study of resonant problems in [12] in context of the quasi-linearization approach [3].
In Section 4 of this paper we consider two ways of relaxing the quasilinearization
arguments used in [12].
In order to make exposition self-contained first we introduce notions of the type of
a linear part of an equation and that of the type of a solution.
2. TYPES OF LINEAR PARTS AND TYPES OF SOLUTIONS
Consider quasi-linear problem (1.3), (1.4). We say that the linear part .l2x/.t/D
x00Cp.t/x0Cq.t/ has type i; if a solution y.t/ of the Cauchy problem
y00Cp.t/y0Cq.t/y D 0; y.a/D 0; y0.a/D 1 (2.1)
has exactly i zeros in the interval .a;b/ and y.b/¤ 0:
If y.b/D 0 then the linear part .l2x/.t/ is resonant.
For instance, the linear part x00Ck2x; where 3 < k < 4; has type 3.
Let us pass to definition of the type of a solution.
Let .t/ be a solution of the BVP
x00 D f .t;x;x0/; x.a/D A; x.b/D B: (2.2)
The right hand side function f may contain a linear part.
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Consider the respective equation of variations
y00 D fx.t; .t/; 0.t//yCfx0.t; .t/; 0.t//y0: (2.3)
Definition 1. Let .t/ be a solution of BVP. We say that the type of .t/ is i , if
equation of variations (2.3) with respect to .t/ is such that a solution y.t/ with the
initial conditions
y.a/D 0; y0.a/D 1 (2.4)
has exactly i zeros in the interval .a;b/ and y.b/¤ 0. Denote this:
type./D i:
If moreover y.b/D 0, denote the intermediate type
type./D .i; iC1/: (2.5)
Remark 1. Therefore, a solution of type .i; i C 1/ is a solution .t/ such that the
respective y.t/ has exactly i zeros in .a;b/ and y.b/D 0:
Remark 2. The study of solutions of BVP in terms of solutions of equations of
variations was initiated in early papers [6–8]. The authors have observed the ex-
istence of solutions of zero type (in our terminology) in problems satisfying some
standard requirements.
Example 1. The trivial solution .t/  0 of the problem x00 D  xCx3; x.0/ D
0; x./D 0 is of type .0;1/ since a solution y.t/ of the Cauchy problem y00 D  y
(equation of variations with respect to ), y.0/ D 0; y0.0/ D 1 has the first zero at
t D :
3. REDUCTION TO QUASI-LINEAR PROBLEM
Return to the problem (1.1), (1.4). The right side f may contain linear part. The
case of the problem (1.1), (1.4) being resonant is not excluded.
Theorem 1. Suppose the problem (1.1), (1.4) has a solution .t/ of type i:
Then the problem can be reformulated in the quasi-linear form (1.3), (1.4), where
the linear part x00Cp.t/x0Cq.t/x in (1.3) has the type i:
Proof. One has that
x00   00.t/D f .t;x;x0/ f .t;.t/; 0.t//
D fx.t; .t/; 0.t//.x  .t//Cfx0.t; .t/; 0.t//.x0   0.t//C'.t;x;x0/ (3.1)
or
x00 fx0.t; .t/; 0.t//x0 fx.t; .t/; 0.t//x
D  00.t/ fx0.t; .t/; 0.t// 0.t/ fx.t; .t/; 0.t//.t/C'.t;x;x0/ (3.2)
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and finally
.l2x/.t/D h.t/Ce'.t;x;x0/; (3.3)
where
.l2x/.t/D x00 fx0.t; .t/; 0.t//x0 fx.t; .t/; 0.t//x;
h.t/D  00.t/ fx0.t; .t/; 0.t// 0.t/ fx.t; .t/; 0.t//.t/;e'.t;x;x0/ is a smooth (C 1) bounded function which coincides with '.t;x;x0/ in
some vicinity of .t; .t/; 0.t//; t 2 Œa;b:
The linear part .l2x/.t/ has type i since a solution .t/ has type i: Function ; by
construction, is a solution of BVP (3.3), (1.4). 
Remark 3. The above reduction is not possible if a solution .t/ is of indefinite
type .i; iC1/:
4. RESONANT PROBLEMS
Consider, for simplicity, the problem
x00Ck2x D f .t;x/; x.0/D 0; x.1/D 0: (4.1)
If f is continuous function (together with fx) and bounded, then the problem above
is solvable provided that k is not multiple of : If k D i; where i is an integer, then
the homogeneous problem
x00Ck2x D 0; x.0/D 0; x.1/D 0 (4.2)
has a nontrivial solution and solvability of the problem (4.1) is not guaranteed.
The Fredholm alternative gives an answer in case f D f .t/: If not, the following
approach was proposed. Change the left side in equation so that it is not resonant yet,
add the same term to the right, and finally truncate modified right side appropriately
obtaining nonresonant quasi-linear problem. This problem has a solution and if some
estimates can be proved for a solution, then this solution may solve also the original
problem.
Look how this works. Consider instead of (4.1) the equivalent problem
x00Ck2xC "2x D f .t;x/C "2x; x.0/D 0; x.1/D 0: (4.3)
Truncate the right side in equation (4.3) so that the truncated right side function
F.t;x/ coincides with f .t;x/C "2x for x 2 Œ N;N  and t 2 Œ0;1:
The modified problem
x00Ck2xC "2x D F.t;x/; x.0/D 0; x.1/D 0 (4.4)
has a solution x.t/ and the representation
x.t/D
Z 1
0
G.t;s/F.s;x.s//ds
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is valid, where G is the Green’s function associated with new (nonresonant) left side.
If the key inequality
  M N (4.5)
holds, where   and M are respectively bounds (the estimate constants) for the
Green’s function jGj and jF.t;x/j; then jx.t/j  N and x.t/ is a solution of (4.1).
Due to the results in [10] and [11], there is a solution x.t/ that has definite type
induced by the linear part in (4.4). Therefore multiple application of this scheme
using multiple different linear parts can prove the existence of multiple solutions of
the (resonant) problem (4.1). This scheme was tested on equations of the Emden -
Fowler type in [12] (see also [3]).
In the sequel we would like to discuss two ways of relaxing inequality (4.5).
4.1. Relaxing (4.5) - first way
It is known (see [12]) that the above approach is applicable to resonant problems
of the type
x00C2x D jxjp sign x; x.0/D x.1/D 0; t 2 Œ0;1: (4.6)
The reason is, probably, that after modifying the equation in (4.6) looks
x00C2xC "2x D jxjp sign xC "2x (4.7)
and the right hand side function
 jxjp sign xC "2x (4.8)
for appropriate choice of " is uniformly small on an interval Œ N;N : In other words,
the right side of (4.6) is well approximated by a linear term "2x in the interval
Œ N;N : Then a constant M in (4.5) is relatively small also and the inequality (4.5)
is likely to be satisfied.
Let us extend this technique to more general cases. Consider the problem
x00C2x D g.x/; x.0/D x.1/D 0; t 2 Œ0;1: (4.9)
It follows from the Taylor expansion that
g.x/ g.x0/' g0.x0/.x x0/: (4.10)
Adding  g.x0/ g0.x0/.x x0/ to both sides, one obtains
x00C2x g.x0/ g0.x0/.x x0/D g.x/ g.x0/ g0.x0/.x x0/: (4.11)
The right hand side is small if an expected solution x.t/ is close to a constant x0:
Suppose x0 D 0 and assume we are looking for solutions with small amplitude of
oscillations. Equation (4.11) becomes
x00C2x g.0/ g0.0/x D g.x/ g.0/ g0.0/x (4.12)
or, provided that g.0/D 0;
x00C2x g0.0/x D g.x/ g0.0/x: (4.13)
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Example 2. g.x/D k arctanx
Consider the boundary value problem
x00C2x D k arctanx; x.0/D x.1/D 0: (4.14)
Reduce it to the form (4.13)
x00C2x g0.0/x D g.x/ g0.0/x;
x00C2xC k
1Cx2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
xD0
x D k arctanxC k
1Cx2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
xD0
x;
x00C2xCkx D k arctanxCkx:
We obtain the differential equation
x00C  2Ckx D k arctanxCkx;
where the linear part is no more resonant with respect to the given boundary condi-
tions.
The appropriate estimate of the Green’s function of the corresponding homogen-
eous boundary value problem is a constant
  D 1p
2Ckjsinp2Ckj : (4.15)
We define N > 0 and M.N/D j k arctanN CkN j.
Therefore if the inequality
j k arctanN CkN jp
2Ckjsinp2Ckj N (4.16)
holds, then the boundary value problem (4.14) has a solution jx.t/j N .
For example, if k D 1, then the inequality (4.16) holds for N  2:4.
Example 3. g.x/D k sinx: Consider the boundary value problem
x00C2x D k sinx; x.0/D x.1/D 0: (4.17)
Analogously, as in the previous example we reduce the equation (4.17) to the form
(4.13). We obtain the differential equation
x00C  2Ckx D k sinxCkx;
where the linear part is no more resonant with respect to the given boundary condi-
tions.
The estimate of the Green’s function for the corresponding homogeneous bound-
ary value problem is given by (4.15).
Analogously, we define N positive and M.N/D j k sinN CkN j.
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Therefore if the inequality
j k sinN CkN jp
2Ckjsinp2Ckj N: (4.18)
holds, then the boundary value problem (4.17) has a solution jx.t/j N .
And, for example, if k D 1, then the inequality (4.18) holds for N  1:92.
Example 4. g.x/D k.ex  1/:
Consider the boundary value problem
x00C2x D k.ex  1/; x.0/D x.1/D 0: (4.19)
Analogously, as in the previous examples we reduce the equation (4.19) to the form
(4.13). We obtain the differential equation
x00C  2Ckx D k.ex  1/Ckx;
where the linear part is no more resonant with respect to the given boundary condi-
tions.
The estimate of the Green’s function for the corresponding homogeneous bound-
ary value problem is given by (4.15).
Analogously, we define N positive and M.N/D j k.eN  1/CkN j.
Therefore if the inequality
j k.eN  1/CkN jp
2Ckjsinp2Ckj N (4.20)
holds, then the boundary value problem (4.19) has a solution jx.t/j N .
And, for example, if k D 1, then the inequality (4.20) holds for N  0:77.
4.2. Relaxing (4.5) - second way
The second way of relaxing the inequality (4.5) is based on an appropriate choice
of “good” approximation to an expected solution.
Consider the (resonant) problem
x00 D f .t;x/; x.0/D x.1/D 0; t 2 Œ0;1; (4.21)
where f .t;x/D 2xCg.x/ and g.x/ is a continuous generally nonlinear function.
Assume that there exists u 2 C 2.Œ0;1/ and N  0 such that the estimate
  M.N/N (4.22)
holds, where   is an estimate of the Green’s function G.t;s/ (G is the Green’s func-
tion for x00 D 0; x.0/ D x.1/ D 0 and M.N/ D maxfjf .t;x/  u00.t/j W 0  t 
1; jx u.t/j N g:
We will show that then the problem (4.21) has a solution.
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Function u.t/ plays the role of an approximation to a solution x.t/ of the problem
(4.21). Introduce new variable y D x u.t/: Define
f1.t;x/D f .t;x/ u00.t/;
F1.t;y/D f1.t;u.t/Cy/;
F.t;y/D F1.t; ı. N;y;N //;
where ı. N;y;N / is the “cut off” function. Notice that
maxfjF.t;y/j W 0 t  1; jyj N g DM.N/:
Consider the problem
y00 D F.t;y/ y.0/D 0; y.1/D 0; (4.23)
which is solvable (by R. Conti’s theorem, [2]). By virtue of (4.22) any solution
y.t/ of (4.23) satisfies the estimate jy.t/j  N 8t 2 I: Then y00.t/D F1.t;y.t//D
f1.t;u.t/Cy.t//D f .t;x.t// u00.t/ and the function y.t/Cu.t/ solves the prob-
lem (4.21).
This technique will work out if the approximation u.t/ is close to a solution x.t/:
Then M.N/ in (4.22) may be small for jx u.t/j N; where N is small also.
This approach is illustrated by the examples below. First a solution x.t/ should be
found numerically. Second, a solution x.t/ may be approximated by an appropriate
function (the function ˛ sinˇt will be tested) and all the estimations (4.22) are to be
proved.
Example 5. g.x/D arctanx:
Consider the boundary value problem
x00 D 2x  arctanx; x.0/D x.1/D 0: (4.24)
Denote u.t/D 32sint . Introduce new variable y D x u.t/. Therefore x D yC
u.t/.
Define
f1.t;x/D g.t;x/ u00.t/D 2x  arctanxC322 sint;
F1.t;y/D f1.t;u.t/Cy/
D 2.yC32sint/  arctan.yC32sint/C322 sint
D 2y  arctan.yC32sint/;
F.t;y/D F1.t; ı. N;y;N //
D 2ı. N;y;N /  arctan.ı. N;y;N /C32sint/;
where ı. N;y;N / is the “cut off” function.
Notice that
maxfjF.t;y/j W 0 t  1; jyj N g DM.N/:
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Consider the problem
y00 D F.t;y/; y.0/D 0; y.1/D 0: (4.25)
The Green’s function of the corresponding homogeneous boundary value problem
is
G.t;y/D

s.t  1/; 0 s  t  1;
t.s 1/; 0 < t < s  1: (4.26)
The estimate of Green’s function is   D 1
4
.
Suppose that N D 1, then
M D j 2  arctan.1C32sint/j  11:41:
The inequality (4.22) does not hold since
  M  0:2511:41 2:85 > 1DN:
The inequality
1
4
ˇˇ 2N   arctan.N C160/ˇˇN
is not satisfied. Using this method we cannot prove that the boundary value problem
(4.24) is solvable.
Example 6. g.x/D sinx: Consider the boundary value problem
x00 D 2x  sinx; x.0/D x.1/D 0: (4.27)
Denote u.t/ D 4sint . Introduce the new variable y D x   u.t/. Therefore x D
yCu.t/.
Analogously as in the previous example we define
f1.t;x/D g.t;x/ u00.t/D 2x  sinxC42 sint;
F1.t;y/D f1.t;u.t/Cy/
D 2.yC4sint/  sin.yC4sint/C42 sint
D 2y  sin.yC4sint/;
F.t;y/D F1.t; ı. N;y;N //
D 2ı. N;y;N /  sin.ı. N;y;N /C4sint/;
where ı. N;y;N / is the “cut off” function.
Notice that
maxfjF.t;y/j W 0 t  1; jyj N g DM.N/:
Consider the homogeneous boundary value problem (4.25) with the Green’s function
(4.26).
The estimate of Green’s function is   D 1
4
.
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Suppose that N D 0:1, then
M D j 0:12  sin.0:1C4sint/j  0:17:
The inequality
  M  0:250:17 0:04 < 0:1DN
holds, therefore the resonant boundary value problem (4.27) has a solution.
The inequality
1
4
j 2N   sin.N C4/j N
is valid, if N  0:14, then the boundary value problem (4.27) has a solution jx.t/ 
u.t/j N .
Example 7. g.x/D .ex  1/:
Consider the boundary value problem
x00 D 2x  .ex  1/; x.0/D x.1/D 0: (4.28)
Denote u.t/ D 32000sint . Introduce the new variable y D x  u.t/. Then x D
yCu.t/.
Analogously we define
f1.t;x/D g.t;x/ u00.t/D 2x  .ex  1/ 320002 sint;
F1.t;y/D f1.t;u.t/Cy/
D 2.y 32000sint/  .ey 32000sint  1/ 320002 sint
D 2y  .ey 32000sint  1/;
F.t;y/D F1.t; ı. N;y;N //
D 2ı. N;y;N /  .eı. N;y;N/ 32000sint  1/;
where ı. N;y;N / is the “cut off” function.
Notice that
maxfjF.t;y/j W 0 t  1; jyj N g DM.N/:
Consider the homogeneous boundary value problem (4.25) with the Green’s function
(4.26).
The estimate of the Green’s function is   D 1
4
.
Suppose that N D 0:15, then
M D j 0:152  .e0:15 32000sint  1/j  0:48:
The inequality
  M  0:250:48 0:12 < 0:15DN
holds, therefore the resonant boundary value problem is solvable.
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The inequality
1
4
j 2N   .eN 32000 1/j N
is valid, if N  0:17, then the boundary value problem (4.28) has a solution jx.t/ 
u.t/j N .
Finally, consider example concerning equations with the linear part depending on
the derivative x0. Namely, look at the problem
x00C2x0C .2C1/x D '.x;x0/; x.0/D 0; x.1/D 0; (4.29)
where '.x;x0/ will be defined later.
This problem is resonant since the homogeneous boundary value problem
x00C2x0C .2C1/x D 0; x.0/D 0; x.1/D 0 (4.30)
has the nontrivial solution x0 D e t sint .
Consider the modified problem
x00C2x0C .1C2/xCx 2x0 D '.x;x0/Cx 2x0;
where the linear part is no more resonant with respect to the boundary conditions
x.0/D x.1/D 0. We will need the Green’s function
G.t;s/D
8ˆˆˆˆ
<ˆˆ
ˆˆˆˆ:
e.1 /.s t/ sin.
p
3s/sin
 p
3.t  1/p
3 sin
p
3
; 0 s  t  1;
e.1 /.s t/ sin
 p
3.s 1/sin.p3t/p
3 sin
p
3
; 0 < t < s  1:
and
@G.t; s/
@t
D
8ˆˆˆˆ
<ˆ
ˆˆˆ:
e.1 /.s t/ sin.
p
3s/

.  1/sin p3.t  1/Cp3 cos p3.t  1/
p
3 sin
p
3
;
e.1 /.s t/ sin
 p
3.s 1/.  1/sin.p3t/Cp3 cosp3t
p
3 sin
p
3
:
Computations accomplished by Wolfram Mathematica shows thatˇˇ
G.t;s/
ˇˇ
< 7 and
ˇˇˇˇ
@G
@t
.t; s/
ˇˇˇˇ
< 50: (4.31)
Let   D 7 and  1 D 50. We wish to define N  0 and N1  0 that
  M N;
 1 M N1; (4.32)
where
M D max
jxjN;jx0jN1
nˇˇ
'.x;x0/Cx 2x0ˇˇo:
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Let N D 7, N1 D 50. Let '.x;x0/ be a function such that
M D max
jxj7;jx0j50
nˇˇ
'.x;x0/Cx 2x0ˇˇo
satisfies (4.32). Then the problem
x00C .2 2/x0C .2CC1/x D ' ı. 7;x;7/;ı. 50;x0;50/Cı. 7;x;7/
 2ı. 50;x0;50/; x.0/D x.1/D 0 (4.33)
has a solution x.t/ such that
ˇˇ
x.t/
ˇˇD
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
1Z
o
G.t;s/F
 
s;x.s/;x0.s/

ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ   M N;
ˇˇ
x0.t/
ˇˇD
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ
1Z
o
@G.t; s/
@t
F
 
s;x.s/;x0.s/

ds
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇˇ  1 M N1;
where F is the right side of the equation in (4.33), and x.t/ is therefore a solution of
(4.29). Any continuous function '.x;x0/ such that
M D max
jxjN;jx0jN1
nˇˇ
'.x;x0/Cx 2x0ˇˇo
satisfy
M  N
 
D 1 and M  N1
 1
D 1;
is suitable for (4.29).
5. CONCLUSION
If the second order BVP is known to have a solution of type i; then the problem
can be reduced to a quasi-linear problem “around” a solution, irrespectively of either
the original problem is resonant or not.
If the second order formally resonant BVP has not a solution of indefinite type
then either it has not a solution at all or it can be reduced to quasi-linear problem.
It is reasonable to combine the “shift” type arguments with multiple different (with
different linear parts) quasi-linearizations of a given problem since multiple solutions
can be obtained.
Using the “shift” arguments when making quasi-linearization of a resonant prob-
lem it is advisable to approximate the nonlinearity by its Taylor approximation.
If an approximation of the expected solution is known then the process of quasi-
linearization can be made easier and more effective.
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